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1. INTRODUCTION
Many current investigations are focused on the design of new
molecule-based functional materials. A great variety of extended
architectures with promising properties has been obtained on the
basis of crystal engineering concepts, both metal−organic and
inorganic networks supported by coordinative/valence bonds
and supramolecular arrays of organic and metal−organic
molecules sustained by hydrogen bonds or other weak
interactions.1
Many of the reported species exhibit the intriguing feature of
interpenetration or other types of entanglements. The properties
of these materials are related not only to their molecular
structures but also to the topology of the individual networks as
well as to the way in which the individual nets are entangled. It is
therefore of basic relevance to analyze and classify these
entanglements; in this concern, many contributions have
appeared in recent years, dealing with rationalization of net
interpenetration and elucidation of the different types of
entangled systems.2
The extended species based on two-dimensional (2D)
polymeric motifs (see Figure 1 for the evolution of reported
2D structures over the years) show particularly intriguing
structures for many reasons: they exhibit a large variety of distinct
topologies of single 2D nets and, in addition, show many
different entanglement types, among which some puzzling cases
were found that need a detailed discussion.3 We must mention
here the very complicated and intriguing case of the H-bonded
network of trimesic acid, consisting of unusually polycatenated
honeycomb (hcb) 2D layers, reported many years ago (1969).4
We have already reported our studies, based on the use of
TOPOS (a package for multipurpose crystallochemical anal-
ysis),7 on interpenetration in valence-bonded coordination2d and
inorganic networks,8 as well as in hydrogen-bonded supra-
molecular three-dimensional (3D) arrays formed by organic
molecules9 or by molecular complexes (zero-dimensional, 0D)
and one- and two-dimensional (1D and 2D) coordination
polymers.10
We report here the comprehensive results of our analysis of
entanglements in coordination 2D networks from the Cam-
bridge Structural Database (CSD, version 5.34, November 2012)
using the latest version of TOPOS. Only valence-bonded 2D
metal-based coordination networks are considered here, that can
produce different types of entangled systems; supramolecular
frameworks obtained by hydrogen bonds and/or other weak
interactions like halogen bonds will be considered in future work.
According to our previous investigations,2c,e,f we have observed
that these different types can be classified as interpenetrated,
polycatenated (parallel or inclined), or Borromean-linked arrays.
Indeed, other subclasses have been evidenced and will be
discussed below.
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After this classification, we have also examined the potential
functional applications of these entangled species in order to
possibly establish a structure/properties relationship depending
on the type of entanglement. Porosity has been one of the first
recognized and investigated properties of coordination networks,
and the search for robust and second-generation porous
coordination networks has been strongly pursued, opening
perspectives for real application of these crystalline materials in
many technological fields. Easy tailoring of pore size and shape,
as well as easy chemical functionalization of the networked
structures, introduce features not characterized before for other
porous materials. Flexibility/dynamism is one of these features
and the main origin for network softness, a topic of increasing
interest, addressed in the literature by many reviews and
articles.11 It is associated with the occurrence of a reversible
structural change as a consequence of chemical or physical
external stimuli such as interaction with guest molecules,
pressure, temperature, light, and so on. This structural flexibility
can be advantageously used to develop porous soft materials with
increased guest selectivity to be used, for example, as sensors or
in gas separation technologies. Entanglement can be exploited to
develop tailored flexible materials. Reducing the accessible free
space of a porous network was negatively considered for a long
time, but recently it has regained a lot of interest. In fact, it can be
used to increase network stability and to tailor the shape and size
of pores, increasing guest adsorption selectivity; and moreover,
the mutual displacement of entangled rigid or flexible motifs is
one of the mechanisms at the origin of softness in coordination
networks. In addition, interpenetration can affect the physical
properties of the material, for example, magnetism.12 Different
synthetic procedures have been developed to attain a certain
control of entanglement in coordination networks, and recently
some reviews have appeared that are focused on factors
governing the entanglements, having in mind their potential
applications;13 however, these analyses are mostly devoted to 3D
networks thanks to the great wealth of data on inter-
penetration.2d On the other hand, information on entanglements
in 2D species, showing a remarkable richness of types, is still
much scattered in the literature (with the properties only
occasionally investigated), and a general survey and ration-
alization of the phenomena is timely.
2. ANALYSIS OF CRYSTAL STRUCTURES BY TOPOS
All procedures on search, retrieval, and topological analysis of the
crystal structures as well as their representation were performed
with the program package TOPOS.7 The following general
algorithm was used, all steps of which are implemented as
TOPOS procedures. These steps (I−VI) are described here in
full detail, while the results are discussed starting in section 3.
(I) Interatomic bonds were determined by the method of
intersecting sectors that we applied recently for 3D coordination
networks.2d,14 This method uses Voronoi polyhedra in addition
to atomic radii to determine valence bonds; it is best suited for
organic and coordination compounds. We considered only
coordination compounds; bonds with participation of alkali or
alkaline-earth metals (Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ca, Sr, and Ba), as well as all
metal−metal bonds, were ignored.
(II) For all coordination networks, we determined their
periodicity. The following TOPOS algorithm was applied:
starting from any metal atom A of the network, all those
translationally equivalent AT atoms are searched that are
connected to A by chains of bonds A-(L-A′-L)-AT of any length
(where L is a finite ligand of any complexity and A′ is an atom
related to A by a nontranslational symmetry operation). The
number of independent translations (0, 1, 2, or 3) that relate A
and AT atoms determines the network periodicity. At the next
steps, we have treated only 2-periodic networks. In this review,
we prefer to talk of 2D net as 2-periodic, with the distinction of 2-
periodic 2D nets for the ones that have a projection on a plane
without crossing edges and/or coincident vertices, hence
topologically planar nets, and thick layers for the 2-periodic 3D
nets that instead cannot be projected on a plane without crossing
edges and/or coincident vertices.
(III) All 2D networks were tested for the existence of
entanglements. We assumed that the topological entanglement
existed if at least one Hopf link or a multilink occurred between
different 2D motifs. Separately, we searched for Borromean and
Brunnian entanglements in which only non-Hopf interweaving
existed within each group of N networks but all N networks
Figure 1. (Left) Distribution of 2D entangled coordination networks since 1994. The first example was reported in 1966 (not shown) with silver
tricyanomethide, AgC(CN)3 [AGMANI], giving a 2-fold interpenetrated hcb network, correctly described by Konnert and Britton.
5 (Right)
Distribution of single (not entangled) 2D coordination networks since 1994 (data up to 2011 were taken from ref 3). The trends follow the explosion of
interest of research into the realm of coordination networks and metal−organic frameworks (MOFs).6 Note from the graphs that nonentangled species
are about 8 times more frequent than entangled ones.
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formed a tightened interlacing array, with N = 3 for 2D
Borromean and N > 3 for both 2D and 3D Borromean or
Brunnian types of entanglement. All entangled arrays found were
further analyzed at the next steps.
(IV) The following parameters of entanglement were
determined: (a) entanglement type (interpenetration, inclined
or parallel polycatenation, Borromean or Brunnian entangle-
ment); (b) number of entangled nets in the interpenetrated array
(Z); (c) degree of catenation (Doc)2c for inclined or parallel
polycatenation, implying evaluation of the number of links (Hopf
or multilink) a particular ring of one net forms with rings of other
nets in the array; (d) index of separation (Is)2c of 2D motifs in
the case of parallel polycatenation, that is, the number of motifs
which have to be removed to disjoin the array into two separate
parts; and (e) existence of 2-loops, that is, rings in which all
nodes, but two, have coordination 2.
(V) All the networks were then simplified to obtain the
underlying nets, that is, nets of centroids of structural groups. We
have treated two types of simplification: the cluster one, where
some structural groups were polynuclear complexes, and the
standard one, where all metal atoms and ligands were regarded as
nodes of the underlying net. If the underlying net contained 1- or
2-coordinated nodes (terminal or bridge structural groups), it
was simplified further by removing the terminal nodes and
replacing the bridge nodes by net edges. Simplification of a
network that contains 2-loops can lead to complete disappear-
ance of the entanglement, and therefore such networks were
picked out into a separate group.14 We decided to report only
one type of underlying net for each structure; in particular, a
cluster description was used when structural building units were
evident (e.g., paddle wheels, dimers, etc.)15
(VI) The overall topologies of underlying nets were
determined with the TOPOS TTD collection, which currently
contains more than 75 000 net topologies. To designate the
topologies we have used three nomenclatures: Reticular
Chemistry Structure Resource (RCSR) three-letter symbols,16
which were introduced for the simplest plane nets; Fischer and
Koch’s symbols for 2D packing of spheres;17 and TOPOS NDk
symbols,14 which are used in the TOPOS TTD collection for
those topologies that are not covered by the first two
nomenclatures.
3. TOPOLOGIES AND ENTANGLEMENTS OF
TWO-DIMENSIONAL COORDINATION MOTIFS
The results of our investigation have revealed that there are 783
2D motifs that form entangled arrays, representing ca. 7% of the
total number of the structurally characterized 2D species.3 We
have, at first, analyzed the topologies of individual 2D motifs
forming the entangled arrays and we found 36 distinct nets (all
illustrated in Figures 3, 4, and 11 and Figure S1 in Supporting
Information). The distribution of network topologies appearing
at least two times (13 out of the 36 distinct topologies overall
observed) is illustrated in Figure 2. Among the 36 different
network topologies found within all 783 analyzed structures, sql
is the most common, with 465 cases, and hcb is second, with 206
cases. The remaining 112 structures show 34 different top-
ologies, and 23 of these are represented by a single structure.
Nine of the 36 characterized topologies are intrinsically planar 2-
periodic 2D (their projection does not have any edge crossings)
and account for 90% of all structures (706/783) (Figure 3); all
nine topologies have been observed also not entangled.3 The 27
remaining topologies are thick layers or multilayers (2-periodic
3D) and refer to 77 structures, 65 of which are parallel
polycatenated (PCAT) with 20 different topologies, eight
interpenetrated (INT), one inclined polycatenated (ICAT),
and three with mixed types of entanglement. The different types
of entanglement described here were introduced some years
ago;2c,e,f they are discussed in detail below.
A comparison of single3 versus entangled 2D nets shows that
sql and hcb are the most frequent in both cases; moreover, 10
entangled nets among the first 11 observed (>2) (listed in Figure
2) are also found among the first 14most frequent single 2D nets.
Ten thick-layer nets, including 3,3,4,4L30 (eight occurrences)
and nine other topologies (with one occurrence each), are
observed exclusively within entangled species (see Figures 4 and
11). The remaining 17 thick layers, observed also in non-
entangled species, are reported in Figure S1 in Supporting
Information.
Within the thick layers the 3-c (82.10)-KIa net (see Figure 5) is
peculiar since it shows the uncommon phenomenon of different
realization of the same graph in space (embeddings) that cannot
be deformed into each other without breaking edges; this
property is called “non-ambient isotopy”.2e,h We observed here
and also in the analysis of nonentangled cases (in detail: seven
PCAT, two INT, and 69 nonentangled structures) three different
nonambient isotopic embeddings of (82.10)-KIa net, as
illustrated in Figure 5. All the statistics illustrated above can be
checked in detail with the data available as Supporting
Information
Two planar nets that rank in the top 10 list of most frequent
single 2D layers do not give entanglement: 36-hxl (hexagonal
lattice), likely due to the presence of the smallest 3-rings and
4,4L1, which arises from the standard representation of the
numerous paddle-wheel decorated sql nets. In this work, we
choose to give only one representation for each compound,
hence 4,4L1 nets are here reported as sql (see Figure S2 in
Supporting Information). Instead, the fourth most frequent type
(with 485 structures reported in ref 3) of single 2D nets, the
(3,6)-c kgd net, has been observed only in one structure,
Zn5(bpib)2(L)4(OH)2(H2O)2 {TONFUY, where bpib =1,4-
bis[2-(pyridin-2-yl)-1H-imidazol-1-yl]butane and H2L= 3,3′-
methylenebis(oxy)dibenzoic acid}18 as 2-fold interpenetrated.
The rhombic geometry of kgd makes it less flexible, hampering
entanglement; only the presence of bent ligands supports this
topology in TONFUY (see Figure S3 in Supporting
Information). Other topologies observed in not entangled 2D
nets3 are probably less suited to give interlaced species.
To include all the phenomena observed here, we extend the
definition of entanglement introduced some years ago:2c,f
together with the classical interpenetration and polycatenation
Figure 2. Net distribution of the 783 2D entangled motifs.
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(parallel and inclined) via Hopf links, we observed many
examples of entangled 2D nets with 2-loops via rotaxane links.19
A scheme that includes all possible observed and not-yet-
observed cases is given in Figure 6. The main distinction
illustrated here is between interpenetration (INT, left column)
and polycatenation (parallel PCAT or inclined ICAT, right
column). These two basic types of entanglement show quite
distinct topological features that are listed in the two columns.
Within polycatenation the distinct layers can interlace via Hopf
links either in parallel fashion (all layers are parallel) or in
inclined fashion (two or more sets of parallel layers forming a
certain nonzero angle); this difference was evidenced since the
1990s and was widely discussed in the review by Batten and
Robson.2a In total, there are 345 interpenetrated (INT), 127
polycatenated parallel (PCAT), and 222 inclined (ICAT)
coordination networks. The remaining structures (not included
in the above scheme) comprise 31 Borromean entangled
(BORR),20 15 species (MIXED) that cannot be strictly assigned
to any of the previous classes showing mixed type of
entanglement, and 43 structures containing 2-loop rings (of
these, there are 39 INT, two PCAT, and two ICAT). The pie
chart illustrated in Figure 7 shows an almost equal distribution of
interpenetration (345 + 39 = 384) and polycatenation (127 +
222 + 2 + 2 = 353), with only 5.9% different phenomena
(MIXED + BORR). Polyrotaxane entanglement via 2-loops is
also represented by a small sample (5.5%). The 77 structures
(10% of the whole sample) that are represented by thick layers
have mostly polycatenated parallel entanglement (84%),
showing that the nonplanarity of a layer favors parallel
entanglement.
3.1. Interpenetration
Interpenetrated 2D layers represent the most numerous group
(overall 384 entries). This type of entanglement is generally
characterized by the presence of 2D identical motifs that are
interlaced, sharing the same average plane. The degree of
interpenetration Z is equal to the total number of such motifs.
We have previously investigated the interpenetration of 3D
coordination networks and have suggested a classification related
to the distinct modes in which individual identical motifs can
interpenetrate, represented by the operations that generate the
whole array from a single net (classes I, II, and III).2d,8 Though
this approach has a potential heuristic validity and has been
usefully applied in the analysis of interpenetration in many 3D
systems,2d,14 it is essentially based on geometrical, rather than
topological, criteria since it describes interpenetration simply in
terms of crystallographic symmetry relations (we may call them
“crystal classes of interpenetration”). Taking into account the
growing tendency to focus interest on true topological
descriptions of the entangled networks, as evidenced by recent
investigations and new approaches,21 we have decided to neglect
here this classification.
The maximum value observed for Z is 6, found only in hcb
[Ag(1,3,5-tris(4-ethynylbenzonitrile)benzene)CF3SO3]·2C6H6
(ZABQIC01;22 see Figure 8) reported in 1996, well below the
exceptional records found in a recently reported 3D metal−
organic 103-srs network (54-fold, OYEYOH)23 and also in a 3D
organic H-bonded 103-srs network (18-fold, SAYMUB01).24
Figure 3. Nine observed planar nets (2-periodic 2D).
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High values of Z are rare (only three 5-fold and seven 4-fold
cases) and the large majority of examples are 2-fold inter-
penetrated (>79%).
We must mention here an interesting case that describes a
unique linkingmode between the rings of interpenetrating motifs
in polymeric networks. In most cases, the shortest circuits of
individual pairs of networks catenate only with 2-crossing [2]-
catenane motifs, equivalent to the 2-component link with 2-
crossing, the Hopf link. However, in six 2-fold interpenetrated
structures with topology sql, the 4-crossing [2]-catenane motif
(equivalent to the 2-component link with 4-crossings called
Solomon link/knot) has been found: [M(dde)(bpp)]·H2O
[where dde = 4,4′-dicarboxydiphenyl ether and bpp = 1,3-bis(4-
pyridyl)propane], with M = Cu (COKPIC),25 Ni (COKPOI),25
or Co (SOCYEP,26 SOCYEP0125), and M(bbmb)2(Cl)(OH)]-
(H2O)2 [where bbmb = 4,4′-bis(benzimidazol-1-ylmethyl)-
biphenyl], with M = Ni (FUYWIG)27 and Cu (FUYWOM)27
(see Figure 9). Such multicrossing links are rarely observed also
in 3D interpenetration; one known example is the 4-crossing [2]-
catenane motif identified for 2-fold quartz qtz nets.28
An analysis of the 2D interpenetrating nets listed by TOPOS
shows the presence of subgroups of structures having peculiar
geometrical and topological features that make themwell distinct
from the remainder. One subgroup comprises species with layers
containing 2-node loops (2-membered rings) that are threaded
by spacers forming edges of the 2D layers (39 entries in the list).
This subgroup (we can call this type of entanglement
“polythreaded interpenetration”) has been the subject of a
recent review19 and will be discussed inmore detail in section 3.2.
In the second subgroup, comprising, at present, only a few
species, the interlaced layers are not coplanar but show a relative
displacement in the stacking direction. By extrapolation from the
few real cases, we can imagine an entire new class of networks
that can be considered as cuts of 3D parallel polycatenated arrays
(like the three interlaced nets in Figure 10), with a finite number
n of catenated layers (n-catenation). While interpenetration of
layers implies that each motif is interlaced with all the other ones
of the array, this is not the case for the first species in Figure 10,
where the average planes of adjacent layers are displaced along
the stacking direction: this example at present has never been
observed.
Figure 4. Nine new topologies observed only within entangled 2D nets; seven are observed within parallel polycatenation (PCAT), one within mixed
type (bottom left), and one within interpenetration (INT). Refcodes for the nets observed in only one structure are given.
Figure 5. Three different (non-ambient isotopic) embeddings of KIa
observed in 2D structures (nine entangled and 69 single) that cannot be
deformed into each other without crossing edges.
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We can include in this new family [Cd2(bpt)(ip) 2(H2O)4]·
6H2O [where bpt = 4-amino-3,5-bis(4-pyridyl)-1,2,4-triazole
and ip = isophthalate] (UDIROP)29 and {[Cd2(TPOM)-
(hfipbb)2] [where TPOM = tetrakis(4-pyridyloxy-methylene)-
methane and H2fipbb = 4,4′-(hexafluoroisopropylidene)bis-
(benzoic acid) ] (FAMGEH)30 (see Figure 10) that are both
2-catenated arrays.
Another example is [Co2(bipe)1.5(bta)(H2O)4][Co(bipe)-
(bta)](H2O)0.5 [where H3bta = benzene-1,2,3-tricarboxylic
acid and bipe =1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane] (EWOTAM)31 (see
Figure 11), a 3-catenated array in which a 3,3,3L5 complex
unique central self-catenated layer (shown in blue in Figure 11) is
Figure 6. (Top) Complete scheme of classification of entanglement in
periodic structures. (*) This condition is disregarded for only one
structure, EWOTAM; see text. (Bottom) Examples of entanglement of
hcb nets showing the difference between interpenetration and
polycatenation (parallel and inclined).
Figure 7. (Left) Distribution of interpenetration vs polycatenation in 783 2D entangled structures. (Right) Distribution of thick and planar layers among
the six types of entangled structures.
Figure 8.Maximum interpenetration observed in 6-fold hcb [Ag(1,3,5-
tris(4-ethynylbenzonitrile)benzene)CF3SO3]·2C6H6 (ZABQIC01).
Figure 9. Rare case of 2-component link with 4-crossings observed in six
2-fold interpenetrated sql structures: (left) [M(dde)(bpp)]·H2O and
(right) M(bbmb)2(Cl)(OH)](H2O)2 (see text).
25−27
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interlaced with two equal upper and lower sql layers (shown in
green in Figure 11). It is not possible to speak here of true
interpenetration since the layers are different and the external
two are not interlinked.
The difficulties in the study of entanglements can produce
wrong descriptions in the literature: for example, in the structure
of Zn3(BIDPE)3(5-HIPA)3·4H2O [where BIDPE = 4,4′-bis-
(imidazol-1-yl)diphenyl ether and 5-HIPA = 5-hydroxyisoph-
thalate] (IXOHOT),32 the authors describe this species as a case
of “finite polycatenation”, consisting of six catenated sql layers.
Unfortunately, their claim that “this is the first report of six
identical sheets polycatenated still to form a 2D→ 2D network”
is wrong; the more usual 2D → 3D parallel polycatenation is
observed here, according to analysis with TOPOS.
When the three above n-catenated (not truly interpenetrated)
species are neglected, all other cases of true interpenetration are
composed of identical coplanar motifs except for two examples,
([Mn(NCS)2(4,4′-bis-pyridylpropane)2]·0.25H2O; MULFEE33
and REDSEZ34), where the two interpenetrating layers are very
similar but crystallographically independent with small differ-
ences in conformations of the flexible ligands. The occurrence of
different interlaced 2D motifs, on the other hand, is much more
frequent in other types of entanglements, such as inclined
polycatenation (see section 3.4).
Interpenetration of sql layers supports solid-state reactions via
single-crystal to single-crystal (SCSC) transformation, from 4-
fold sql to 4-fold dia35 and guest-driven ligand exchange.36 We
can mention here also the nonlinear optics (NLO) properties
with strong second harmonic generation (SHG) effect of a 2-fold
interpenetrated sql species.37
3.2. Entanglements of Two-Dimensional Layers Containing
2-Membered Loops
A closer examination of the list of interpenetrating 2D networks
obtained from TOPOS reveals the presence of a significant
number of cases with layers containing 2-membered rings. They
form a special subclass within interpenetration (we suggest the
name “polythreaded interpenetration”), with the peculiar feature
that the entanglement consists of threading of the 2-node loops
by edges of adjacent layers (Table 1).
If one applies the normal simplification process used in the
network approach for topological classification of the layer, the
risk is to overview the entanglement. Indeed, there are many 1D,
2D, and 3D frameworks containing 2-node rings that are not
topologically significant, but this is not true in the present species.
As clearly discussed for the first time by Ma, Batten, and co-
workers,38 here the 2-node loops must be explicitly considered. A
special topological notation is required for the single layer: a
vertex symbol (VS) that includes also the 2-connected nodes is
suggested instead of the usual VS of the underlying simplified 2D
net, and this special notation has been added into TOPOS. These
entangled species can be described as polyrotaxane-like
structures and were previously included in the cases of
polythreading.2c Two “older” examples shown in Figure 12
have been known since the mid-1990s, but since 2007 many new
fascinating species of this type have been reported.
During preparation of this paper, a review19 has appeared
describing in detail these species containing 2-membered loops,
with interesting comments. The concept of “nontrivial
polyrotaxane” is introduced and a definition is proposed.19,39
We will use when possible (in Table 1) the classification
illustrated by these authors.
All these species are formed by the interlacing of layers of four
distinct topological types only, illustrated in Figure 13, whose
simplified topologies are hcb (2,4L1) and sql for 2,6L1, 2,6L2,
and 2,10L1, which differ in the position and number of the 2-
node loops.
Inextricable entanglements of these layers exhibit the presence
of rotaxane-like linkages of different types, depending on the
number of rods and rings involved. By analogy with the
classification suggested for molecular rotaxanes,69 we can adopt
when possible a notation like the following one: 1.1 (one rod,
one ring), 1.2 (one rod, two rings), 2.1 (two rods, one ring), 2.2
(two rods, two rings) and so on.
The cases of 2-fold interpenetration (35 entries out of 43, the
large majority in Table 1) are almost equally distributed between
the two structures I and II shown above in Figure 12 (classified as
IIIa and IIIb, respectively, in ref 19). In these species, the usual
links are rotaxanes of type 1.1.
There are only three recent exceptions (DAYMEX,41
ETEKUK,43 and UYOHOG;61 see Figure 14); these contain
the layers 2,10L1 with peculiar structural features such that rods
of the second layer are threaded by two adjacent loops of the first
layer and vice versa. Thus, the rotaxane links are of type 1.2.
It is worth mentioning here that there is only one species, at
present, containing layers of type 2,6L2: the 2-fold inter-
penetrated QUQGOZ56 (type 1.1 rotaxane, see Figure 15). The
examples of 3-fold interpenetration include two species with
2,4L1-type layers (WAGXAF and WAGXEJ)66 and two with
2,6L1 type layers (NUDDEW54 and TONGAF60), illustrated in
Figure 15). In the two former cases, each loop is threaded by two
rods and each rod threads only one ring (rotaxane type 2.1),
while in the latter two cases each loop is threaded by two rods and
Figure 10. Possible interpenetration with the equivalent interlaced
layers not coplanar but with a relative displacement in the stacking
direction. Only the 2-fold 2-catenated motif has been observed.
Figure 11.Unique 3-catenated array with nonequivalent layers observed
in EWOTAM.
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Table 1. Entangled Two-Dimensional Networks Containing Two-Membered Loops
refcode compd formulaa,b entanglement typec layer topology:d sempl (2-c) link typee classf year, ref
1 ANARIR [Cd(bcbpy)(bpdc)0.5Br]·7H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2011, 40
2 ANAROX [Cd(bcbpy)(bpdc)0.5Cl]·7H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2011, 40
3 BOBGEF [Co2(1,3-bix)2(bpea)2] INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2008, 38
4 DAYMEX [Mn4(pcp)4(bpye)(DMF)2] INT-2f sql (2,6L1)
g 1.2 2012, 41
5 DUCFOX [Co2(btx)2(btx)(H2O)4(β-Mo8O26)]·2H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2009, 42
6 DUCFUD [Ni2(btx)2(btx)(H2O)4(β-Mo8O26)]·2H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2009, 42
7 DUCHIT [Zn2(btx)2(btx)(H2O)4(β-Mo8O26)]·2H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2009, 42
8 ETEKUK [Mn4(dbsf)4(1,4-bix)(H2O)4]·2H2O INT-2f sql (2,6L1)
g 1.2 2011, 43
9 ETELAR [Ni(dbsf)(bbi)(H2O)2]·2H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2011, 43
10 EVUSEU [Zn(Hapoxbda)(bpye)]·(DMA)·(DMA)x INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2011, 44
11 EYEYIR Zn(Hcboxip)(bipy)1.5 INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2011, 45
12 GALKIP [Ni(dbsf)(1,4-bix)(H2O)]·0.38H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2012, 46
13 GUBZIN [Mn2(H2O)4(btx)2(btx)(SiMo12O40)]·4H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2009, 47
14 GUBZOT [Ni2(H2O)4(btx)2(btx)(SiMo12O40)]·4H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2009, 47
15 GUBZUZ [Co2(H2O)4(btx)2(btx)(SiMo12O40)]·4H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2009, 47
16 IQEJOE [Cd(cpmb)(bbi)0.5(H2O)] INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2011, 48
17 KEZPIP [Cd(cpmb)(bbi)0.5(H2O)] INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2007, 49
18 LALFOV [Fe(bipe){Au(CN)}{ Au(CN)}·MeOH] INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2010, 50
19 MARMID [Co(oba)(bib)] ·H2O INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2012, 51
20 MUNPIV [Co(bih)(bpdc)] INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2009, 52
21 MUNPUH [Co(1,4-bix)(bpdc)] INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2009, 52
22 NEBSUI [Zn(1,4-bix)(1,4-bix)(NO3)2]·4.5H2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 1997, 53
23 NUDDAS [Zn(1,2-bbomb)(bipy)0.5] INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2009, 54
24 OVIDAZ [Zn(cpds)(bipe)0.5 INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2011, 55
25 QUQGOZ [Zn3(OH)2(dhbbdc)2(bipy)(H2O)2]·H2O INT-2f sql (2,6L2) 1.1 IIIc 2010, 56
26 RUBGIF [Ni(dbsf)2(bipy)]·H2O INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2009, 57
27 SULKEQ [Zn(dbsf)2(bipy) ]·H2O INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2009, 58
28 TAHNIB [Zn2(dbsf)2(bpimb)]·H2O INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2010, 59
29 TONFIM [Cd2(1,4-bix)2(dpb)2] INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2008, 60
30 TONFOS [Cd(mbd)(bpimb)0.5(H2O)] INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2008, 60
31 UYOHOG [Mn4(dba)4(1,4-bix)] INT-2f sql (2,6L1)
g 1.2 2011, 61
32 UZAWEY [Cd4(Hidc)2Cl4(bbi)2(bbi)] INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2011, 62
33 WOCKOP [Cd(bpp)(tp)(H2O)]·nH2O INT-2f hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IIIa 2008, 63
34 WODGUS [Cd2(pca)2(bbi)] INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 2008, 64
35 YOCPEL [Mn2(p-xbp)2(p-xbp)](ClO4)2 INT-2f sql (2,6L1) 1.1 IIIb 1995, 65
36 NUDDEW [Zn2(1,3-bbomb)2(bipy)] INT-3f sql (2,6L1) 2.2 IIId 2009, 54
37 TONGAF [Zn(obbd)(bpib)0.5] INT-3f sql (2,6L1) 2.2 IIId 2008, 60
38 WAGXAF [Zn(H2tfpbbp)( f ip)]·H2O INT-3f hcb (2,4L1) 2.1 2010, 66
39 WAGXEJ [Zn2(H2tfpbbp)2(nip)2]·H2O INT-3f hcb (2,4L1) 2.1 2010, 66
40 NUDDIA [Zn4(1,2-bbomb)4(bpp)2] PPROT
h sql (2,6L1) i IVa 2009, 54
41 UHUROF [Co2(pcp)2(bpp)]·2CH3OH PCAT
h sql (2,6L1) j IVb 2009, 67
42 BOBGIJ [Cd4(1,4-bix)4(bpea)4]·4H2O IPROT
k hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IVc 2008, 38
43 CUXTIZ [Zn(Hcboxip)(bimb)]·2H2O IPROT
l hcb (2,4L1) 1.1 IVc 2010, 68
aLigands forming the 2-loops are shown in boldface type; ligands acting as rods are shown in italic type. bAbbreviations for ligands: bbi = 1,1′-
butane-1,4-diylbis(1H-imidazole); bib = 1,4-bis(2- methylimidazol-1-yl)butane; bih = 1,1′-hexane-1,6-diylbis(1H-imidazole); bipe = 4,4′-ethane-1,2-
diyldipyridine; bipy = 4,4′-bipyridine; bpib = 1,4-bis[2-(pyridin-2-yl)-1H-imidazol-1-yl]butane; bpimb = 2,2′-[1,4-phenylenebis(methylene-1H-
imidazole-1,2-diyl)]dipyridine; bimb = 1,1′-(1,4-phenylene)bis(1H-imidazole); bpp = 4,4′-propane-1,3-diyldipyridine; bpye = 4,4′-ethene-1,2-
diyldipyridine; btx = 1,1′-[1,4-phenylenedi(methylene)]bis(1H-1,2,4-triazole); p-xbp = 1,1′-[1,4-phenylenedi(methylene)]dipyridin-4(1H)-one; 1,4-
bix = 1,1′-[1,4-phenylenedi(methylene)]bis(1H-imidazole); 1,2-H2bbomb = 4,4′-[1,2-phenylenebis(methyleneoxy)]dibenzoic acid; 1,3-bix = 1,1′-
[1,3-phenylenedi(methylene)]bis(1H-imidazole); 1,3-H2bbomb = 4,4′-[1,3-phenylenebis(methyleneoxy)]dibenzoic acid; Hbcbpy = 1-(4-
carboxybenzyl)-4-pyridin-4-ylpyridinium; H2bpdc = biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid; H2dpb = 4-[(4-carboxybenzyl)oxy]benzoic acid; H2fip = 5-
fluoroisophthalic acid; H2nip = 5-nitroisophthalic acid; H2pca = 4,4′-methylenebis(3-hydroxy-2-naphthoic acid); H2bpea = 4,4′-ethene-1,2-
diyldibenzoic acid; H2cpds = 6,6′-dithiodinicotinic acid; H2cpmb = 3-[(4-methylbenzyl)amino]benzoic acid; H2dba = 4,4′-methylenebis(benzoic
acid); H2dbsf = 4,4′-sulfonyldibenzoic acid; H2dhbbdc = 4,4′-(1,2-dihydroxyethane-1,2-diyl)dibenzoic acid; H2mbd = 4,4′-[methylenebis(oxy)]-
dibenzoic acid; H2oba = 4,4′-[1,2-ethanediylbis(oxy)]dibenzoic acid; H2obbd = 4,4′-[oxybis(ethane-2,1-diyloxy)]dibenzoic acid; H2pcp = 4,4′-
[propane-1,3-diylbis(oxy)]dibenzoic acid; H2tfpbbp = N,N′-[(2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-1,4-phenylene)dimethylene]diisonicotinamide; H2tp = terephthalic
acid; H3cboxip = 5-[(4-carboxybenzyl)oxy]isophthalic acid; H3apoxbda = 5-[2-(acetylamino)-4-carboxyphenoxy]isophthalic acid; H3idc = imidazole-
4,5-dicarboxylic acid. cINT-2f = 2-fold interpenetrated; PPROT = parallel entangled polyrotaxane; IPROT = inclined entangled polirotaxane.
dNotation: (2,6L1) corresponds to a 2,6-c net with point symbol 22.48.65, (2,4L1) corresponds to a 2,4-c net with point symbol 2.65, and (2,4L2)
corresponds to a 2,6-c net with point symbol 22.49.64. eRotaxane link type: 1.1 for one rod/one ring; 1.2 for one rod/two rings; 2.2 for two rods/two
rings. fClassification according to Batten et al.19 gDimers. hDegree of catenation 2; index of separation 1. iHalf loops 2.1 and half not threaded. jAll 2-
loops are catenated via Hopf links. kDegree of catenation 2/2; angle 31.9°. lDegree of catenation 2/2; angle 42.5°.
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each rod threads two rings from different layers: we can call it
type 2.2.
It must be stressed that these inextricable entanglements are
completely distinct from the more usual topological classes
discussed in the remainder of this review, though they are
reminiscent of other entanglements of layers without 2-
membered loops. All the species described can be classified as
examples of “polythreaded interpenetration” (2D + 2D→ 2D).
On the other hand, a few other special cases have also been
recently discovered containing 2D layers with 2-membered loops
that, via the involvement of these rings, give 3D networks. As in
the cases of polycatenation, they show an increase of
dimensionality with respect to the basic constituent motifs
(i.e., 2D + 2D→ 3D) (see Figure 6). In two cases of these 2D +
2D→ 3D entanglements (BOBGIJ38 and CUXTIZ68), the layers
interlace in an inclined fashion through rotaxane interactions of
type 1.1. Two sets of parallel 2D layers of type 2,4L1 cross at an
angle of 31.9° for BOBGIJ and 42.5° for CUXTIZ with
polythreading to produce the 3D array. In both cases, all the 2-
loops are threaded by rods of the inclined layers while only half of
the single edges are involved in threading. We can describe these
cases as “inclined entangled polyrotaxanes” (IPROT, see Table
1). Indeed, the two species show some differences if we consider
the density of entanglement, since in BOBGIJ each window of a
layer is interlaced with two layers of the inclined set (and vice
versa), while in CUXTIZ each window of a layer is interlaced
with three layers of the inclined set, as shown in Figure 16.
A quite different situation is observed in NUDDIA.54 The
topology of the 2D layers is of the 2,6L1 type but with two
orientations of the loops (shown in red and yellow in Figure 17).
The individual layers are entangled with two others (above and
below) in a parallel fashion, giving an intriguing 2D + 2D→ 3D
architecture that resembles the cases of parallel polycatenation.
Here, however, the links are two-rod rotaxanes (of type 2.1) that
involve only half of the loops (the red ones in Figure 17) that are
threaded by one rod of the upper and one rod of the lower layer.
All the single edges of the layers are used in these threading
interactions. This unique entanglement can be described as a
“parallel entangled polyrotaxane” (PPROT, see Table 1), with an
index of separation Is = 1 (see section 3.3 for the definition).
Also, UHUROF67 is unique in that the 2-membered loops of
its 2,6L1-type layers give Hopf links with the loops of two
adjacent layers (above and below), thus resulting in a parallel
polycatenated 3D array, with index of separation Is = 1 and
degree of catenation Doc =2 (see section 3.3 for definition). This
is made possible by the fact that the layers stack with mutual
rotation, in an ABAB sequence (see Figure 18).70
3.3. Parallel Polycatenation
The results of the analysis using TOPOS show that there is a
group of 127 cases that exhibit parallel polycatenation; that is, the
2D layers are interlaced in a parallel fashion by stacking with
offset of their average planes. This type of entanglement is
essentially made possible by the fact that the individual layers
display a certain thickness. There are two reasons for the
occurrence of thick sheets: they are markedly undulated versions
of the planar 2D layers illustrated in Figure 3 or they are multiple
layers (rigorously 2-periodic 3D), like those shown in Figure 4.
The analysis of the distribution of topologies reveals that the
thick layers (multiple layers) have a marked preference for the
formation of entanglements with parallel polycatenation (85%;
see Figure 7). The dominant topology in this type of
entanglement is sql (54 out of the 127 examples), but the
thick layers represent ca. 50% of all the cases (see Figure 7).
To achieve a better rationalization of these systems, we have
introduced in a previous paper2c an index of the “degree of
catenation” (Doc), defined by the number of motifs n entangled
to each single motif; moreover, we have also suggested to
establish within parallel polycatenation the number of motifs that
must be “removed” in order to separate the whole array into two
distinct parts (index of separation, Is). In almost all cases (with
only five exceptions) we observe Doc = 2 and Is = 1; that is, each
Figure 12. Two oldest examples of entanglement of polyrotaxane-like
structures observed in the 1990s: NEBSUI53 and YOCPEL.65
Figure 13. Four different layer topologies observed in polyrotaxane-like
structures.
Figure 14. Unique rotaxane type 1.2 (one rod, two rings).
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layer is catenated with other two (the upper and lower nearest
neighbors) and the array can be divided into two halves by
elimination of one layer.
It is worth mentioning briefly these five exceptional cases. In
[Cu(I)2Cu(II)(bipy)2(pydc)2]·4H2O [where bipy =4,4′-bipyr-
idine and pydc = pyridine-2,4-dicarboxylate] (WUVBUK71), the
individual motifs are hcb highly undulated layers (see Figure 19)
that are catenated to four adjacent (two upper and two lower)
layers, resulting in Doc = 4 and Is = 3.
On the other hand, [Co5(bipe)9(H2O)8(SO4)4](SO4)·14H2O
[where bipe =1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane] (MEBBIE72) is com-
Figure 15. Three examples of interpenetrated polyrotaxane-like structures with different rotaxane type of entanglements of the 2-loops.
Figure 16. Two exceptional examples of inclined polythreaded
entanglements.
Figure 17. Unique example of parallel polythreaded entanglement.
Figure 18. Unique example of parallel polycatenation via Hopf links of
2-loops.
Figure 19. Exceptional case of parallel polycatenation observed in
[CuI2Cu
II(bipy)2(pydc)2]·4H2O, showing Doc = 4 with the four red
layers catenated with the reference one (blue) and the removal of three
numbered layers resulting in Is = 3.
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posed of very high five-decked multiple 2D layers with a complex
unique topology that can be described as a five-layer section of
the chiral three-dimensional four-connected framework of
(75.9)-qzd topology. These multiple layers are interlaced in
parallel fashion with four such adjacent layers with indexes Doc =
4 and Is = 2 (see ref 72 for detailed figures).
Two other examples exhibit a high degree of catenation (Doc
= 4, Is = 2):, Cu4(dicyanamide)4(bipy)3(MeCN)2 (LOT-
QUG73) and [Ag3L2][PF6]3·1.6THF·0.5C6H6·CH2Cl2 [where
L= tetrakis(4-cyanophenyl)silane] (NORDAZ,74the first case of
parallel polycatenation, reported in 1997). Both show the same
3,4L88 topology of their thick sheets that are bilayers
representing a cut of diamond dia (see Figure 20). Bilayers
with this topology are relatively common in this type of
entanglement. There are five cases (XODJOQ,75 BOQSEG,76
BURGAX,77 OKEJIY,78 andWAVTEU79) all having Doc = 2 and
Is = 1, very probably due to the decrease of cage dimensions. A
special case is that of WUJDIO,80 a puzzling species showing
parallel polycatenation of KIa thick layers, with Doc = 2 but Is =
2, which will be discussed later.
A recent article81 illustrates a rare breathing behavior
supported by parallel polycatenation. Many dynamic porous
systems have been characterized up to now evidencing that
different mechanisms are at the origin of this phenomenon, also
called gate-opening (with stepwise isotherms). Interestingly,
these types of new adsorption profiles were first recognized for
stacked 2D coordination layers.82 In 2001, Li and Kaneko82a
introduced the term “gate opening pressure” to explain the gas
adsorption isotherms measured on the stacked square layers
[Cu(bipy)2(BF4)2] (bipy = 4,4′-bipyridine) that unusually
showed no adsorption below the “gate pressure” value and a
steep increase at this value.83 In the same year Kepert and co-
workers84 reported an extensive gas and vapors adsorption study
on the flexible interdigitated layers of (82.10)-KIa topology
[Ni2(4,4′-bipyridine)3(NO3)4] showing step adsorption iso-
therms. After these early reports, many other examples of
flexible 2D coordination networks have been reported.85 It has
been well documented that the dynamism in stacked 2D
coordination networks is associated with expansion/shrinkage or
sliding of the layers as well as the breathing phenomenon; it
follows that 2D layers polycatenated (undulated or thick) may be
good candidates for such dynamic behavior.86
3.4. Inclined Polycatenation
This is a quite large family of polycatenated 2D frames that
include 222 cases, many of which were already reviewed in detail
previously.2a−c It is the second largest group after that of
interpenetrated arrays (29% vs 49%) as shown in Figure 7. The
majority of these species consist of two identical sets of 2D
parallel layers spanning two different stacking directions. They
are characterized by an increase of dimensionality (2D → 3D)
and each individual motif is catenated with an infinite number of
other inclined layers but, obviously, not with all the frames
contained in the 3D array.
Also for this type of entanglement we can define a “degree of
catenation” (Doc), a symbol of type (a/b/...), where a, b, ... are
the numbers of “external” rings catenated to a single ring in the
first, second, ..., motif, in order of increasing value.2c
Analysis of the topologies of single 2D motifs shows that a
limited number of nets is observed: sql (159), hcb (45), fes (10),
3,4L13 (4), 4,4L28 (1), and three with layers of different
topologies (see below). The 3,4L13 and 4,4L28 topologies are
illustrated in Figure 21. Cu4(ODPA)2(bpye)4(H2O)10·2H2O
[where H4ODPA = 3,3′,4,4′-oxidiphthalic acid and bpye = 4,4′-
ethene-1,2-diyldipyridine] (WAVVIA87) is a unique species
exhibiting inclined polycatenation of thick layers (of 4,4L28
topology), at difference from what observed in parallel
polycatenation where interlocking of thick layers is a common
feature. 3,4L13 is a planar net observed for the four isomorphous
M(MPDCO)(TPB)0.5(H2O)·(H2O)x, where MPDCO = 6-
methylpyridine-2,4-dicarboxylic acid N-oxide, TPB = 1,2,3,4-
tetra-(4-pyridyl)butane, and M = Co (JITHUQ), Ni (JITJAY),
Zn (JITJEC), or Cd (JITJIG).88
Because the dominant topology of the layers is sql (more than
70%), particular attention has been devoted since the beginning
to classification of the different ways of interlocking of two
independent sets. Three possible arrangements have been
suggested, with a largely accepted notation: parallel−parallel
(p−p), parallel−diagonal (p−d), and diagonal−diagonal (d−d),
depending on the relative orientation of the frames.2c,89 A more
detailed and automatic classification is possible with the new
Figure 20. Thick layer 3,4L88 and its observed parallel polycatenation in seven structures.
Figure 21. Rare topologies of inclined polycatenation observed in five
structures.
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topological analysis of Hopf ring nets21 that will be reported in
future papers.
Within the inclined polycatenation category, many peculiar
situations are observed that deserve greater attention. This is due
to the possible presence of (I) layers of different nature (i.e.,
different by topology or by chemical composition or even only by
ligand conformation that, moreover, can be present in different
ratios), (II) more than two interlaced parallel stacking sets, or
(III) unusual values of the Doc indexes. In some cases, a
combination of more of the above features can be observed
together.
Particularly intriguing are the three cases exhibiting inclined
polycatenation of layers with different topologies that are
illustrated in Figure 22. EHOVON,90 Ni2(btec)(azpy)2(H2O)6]-
[Ni2(btec)(azpy)(H2O)4] [where H4btec =1,2,4,5-benzenete-
tracarboxylic acid and azpy = 4,4′- azobis(pyridine)], contains
hcb and 3,4L13 layers in ratio 1:1 and with Doc = 1/1. The other
two cases, [Ni(azpy)2(NO3)2]2[Ni2(azpy)3(NO3)4] (MA-
HYID91) and [Zn(tp)(1,3-bix)]2[Zn2(tp)2(1,3-bix)] (GIM-
GEP92) [where tp = terephthalate and 1,3-bix = 1,3-bis-
(imidazol-1-ylmethyl)benzene], both contain sql and hcb in
ratio 2:1. This different ratio affects the values of Doc, which are
1/2 and 1.5/3, respectively. The latter noninteger value of Doc
arises from the unique entanglement in GIMGEP: the sql are
represented by two independent 4-rings that in total catenate
with three 6-rings of hcb (3/2 = 1.5), while the unique 6-ring of
the hcb catenates with three 4-rings of three sql (3), resulting in
Doc 1.5/3.
Six species contain interlaced layers of the same sql topology
but different chemical composition (MOVSEW,93 SARFOH,94
and VIRYIF95) or ligand conformation (MUPZON,96 EWAX-
UV,97 and KOLPEH98). In detail:
(1) VIRYIF:95 Doc 1/1, ratio 1:1, [Cu(bbi)2][Cu(bbi)V4O12],
where bbi =1,1′-(butane-1,4-diyl)bis(imidazole)
(2) MOVSEW:93 Doc 1/2, ratio 1:1, rectangular and square
sql , [Cu2(5-HIPA)2(4,4 ′ -bipy)2(H2O)2][Cu3(5-HI-
PA)2(pyridine-2-carboxylate)2(bipy)2(H2O)4], where 5-HIPA
= 5-hydroxyisophthalate and bipy = 4,4′-bipyridine
(3) SARFOH:94 Doc 0.5/1, ratio 1:2, rectangular and square
sql, [Co2(pico)2(4,4′-bpy)(H2O)2][Co(pico)(4,4′-bpy)]2,
where pico = 3-hydroxypicolinate
(4) MUPZON:96 Doc 1/2, ratio 1:2, [Ni(bipe)(ip)(H2O)]-
[Ni(bipe′)(ip′)(H2O)]2, where bipe = 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane
and ip = isophthalate
(5) EWAXUV:97 Doc 2/2, ratio 1:1, planar sql with different
planar symmetry c2mm and p4gm, [Cu(1,4-bix)2(SO4)][Cu(1,4-
bix′)2(SO4)], where 1,4-bix = 1,4-bis(1-imidazolylmethyl)-
benzene
(6) KOLPEH:98 Doc 1/1, ratio 1:1, planar and undulated sql,
[Zn(dbsf)(bimb)][Zn(dbsf′)(1,2-bix′)], where H2dbsf = 4,4′-
d icarboxybiphenylsul fone and 1,2-bix =1 ,2-bi s(1-
imidazolylmethyl)benzene
Another peculiar situation consists of the presence of more
than two (as usual) crossing sets of parallel layers, summarized in
Figure 23. The analysis reveals that seven cases show this feature.
Five of them are composed of three sets of sql whose stacking
directions lie coplanar; four of these have Doc 2/2/2 while Doc
2 / 2 / 4 i s o b s e r v e d o n l y f o r { [ N i -
(bipe)2(H2O)2]2[Ni2(bipe)3(H2O)6][Ni2(bipe)3(H2O)6]}-
(SO4)6 [where bipe = 1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane] (EJAXOC
99),
which presents the three sql in the ratio 2:1:1 with
square:rectangular:rectangular windows. The simpler example
of [Ni(4,4′-bipyridine)(4-carboxylatocinnamato)] (VUX-
XOC100) is illustrated in Figure 23). The other two cases (out
of the seven) are different: [Fe(bpb)2(NCS)2], where bpb = 1,4-
bis(4-pyridyl)butadiyne (QOVYEF101), contains three sets of
sql that stack in three perpendicular directions with ratio 1:1:2,
giving a Doc of 3/5/5; and [Co2(4,4′-azopyridine)3(NO3)4]
(REBWUQ102) exhibits four equal sets of hcb, whose stacking
Figure 22. The only three cases exhibiting inclined polycatenation of
layers with different topologies.
Figure 23. Inclined polycatenation with more than two crossing sets of
parallel layers.
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directions are disposed around a 4-fold crystallographic axis,
giving a Doc of 3/3/3/3 (see Figure 23).
We can now briefly examine the values of the index Doc. The
“normal” cases with Doc = 1/1 appear for 123 structures over
222, and markedly decrease upon passing to Doc = 2/2 (71
structures) and to Doc = 3/3 (12 structures). Within the
“normal” cases the sql topology is dominant (86%), while in the
cases with Doc = 2/2 the sql and hcb topologies are almost
equally populated. With Doc = 3/3, the fes topology is observed
10 times versus one instance each for hcb and sql. All three
distinct types are shown in Figure 24. The trend could be
rationalized by considering that the increase in degree of
catenation can be favored by an increase of the dimensions of the
net windows upon passing from squares (sql) to hexagons (hcb)
and finally to octagons (fes), on maintaining the same edge.
It is worth mentioning that there is only one case with Doc =
4/4: [Zn2(SO4)2(2,6-ndc)(L)] [where 2,6-H2ndc = 2,6-
naphthalenedicarboxylic acid and L = N,N′-bis(pyridin-4-
yl)hexanediamide] (OTUYAE103), based on sql layers with
large rectangular meshes.
P a r t i c u l a r l y i n t r i g u i n g i s t h e s t r u c t u r e o f
(CuCN)20(piperazine)7 (NIMQOQ;
104 see Figure 25), with a
strange Doc value of 1/6 that is based on the inclined
polycatenation of two sets of hcb layers of quite different nature
and dimensions. One layer contains very large rings consisting of
Cu18(CN)16(piperazine)2 macrocycles that are catenated by six
layers of the second type, composed of hexagonal
Cu6(CN)4(piperazine)2 units.
Though generally all the windows of a layer show the same
value of Doc, a few exceptions have also been observed and are
illustrated in Figure 25. We have already mentioned GIMGEP,92
with Doc = 1.5/3, among the three cases with layers of different
topology (see Figure 23). Moreover, we can cite SARFOH,94
where only half the square windows of one set are catenated and
hence we can reasonably assume Doc = 0.5/1, and MUPZON,96
where the different conformation of the ligand creates a different
ratio of the sql with rectangular shape, giving an asymmetric
catenation with Doc = 1/2. Similarly, in [M(terephthalato)-
(bispyridylpropane)], where M = Co (BIYFAR)105 or Zn
(GIDMUC),106 both with undulated sql topology, all layers have
half the square windows doubly catenated and the remainder
only singly catenated, hence Doc = 1.5/1.5.
The inclined polycatenation category shows many examples
with interesting magnetic properties. Kepert and co-workers107
studied a series of iron sql with Doc = 1/1 exhibiting inclination
angles between layers in the range 53.5−90°. Two cobalt
compounds with sql topology also show similar properties:
SARFOH,94 discussed previously, and UNEGEA,108 with Doc =
2/2. Other interesting properties have been observed in this
class, very probably due to the flexibility of the entanglement:
Figure 24. Topologies observed in 10 cases of inclined polycatenation with Doc = 3/3.
Figure 25. Inclined polycatenation examples with unusual values of degree of catenation. Highlighted in red are rings not catenated in SARFOH and the
two rings with different catenation in BIYFAR and GIDMUC.
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breathing behavior,109 solid state reaction [2 + 2] photo-
dimerization between the inclined sql nets,110 and single-crystal
to single-crystal guest exchange in hcb with Doc = 2/2.111
3.5. Borromean Links
Molecular rings can give inextricable entanglements not only via
topological Hopf links; an alternative way involving at least three
closed circuits at a time is represented by the Borromean link (see
Figure 26).The construction of molecular Borromean rings has
been realized by Stoddart and co-workers112 with an all-in-one
synthetic strategy. The existence of Borromean links (instead of
the usual Hopf links) in entangled coordination frameworks was
noticed some years ago.2c,20 This finding has probably stimulated
investigations on the subject, and since then several new
examples have been discovered in the area of coordination
polymers (see Table 2).
Many studies have also been devoted in recent years to the
rational synthesis of Borromean networks of organic molecular
species via weak contacts, including a variety of supramolecular
interactions like hydrogen bonds, halogen bonding, π···π
stacking, and M···M (metallophilic) interactions. To build
Borromean structures, the honeycomb net (hcb) seems essential
in any synthetic strategy.113
In Table 2 we report only the species sustained by coordinative
bonds and belonging to the realm of coordination frameworks.
These include 2D (15 cases) and 3D (12 cases) Borromean
entanglements. Four other examples exhibiting peculiar features
are also listed; moreover, two cases have also been recognized, for
the first time, to contain 5-Borromean coplanar entanglements
with a complex “non-Brunnian” link (see below).135
All the individual layers show the hcb topology, and as is well-
known,20 in these arrays (except in MUHVOB and MUH-
VOB01)125 each layer is entangled with two others (one “above”
and one “below”). Adjacent layers, however, are not catenated
but are linked via Borromean links, in which no two individual
rings are interlocked.
These links can produce 2D Borromean entanglements (2D
→ 2D) (Figure 27) as well as 3D entanglements (2D → 3D)
(Figure 28). In the 2D entanglements a finite number of layers (n
≥ 3) are interlocked by means of n-Borromean links, while in the
3D entanglements the whole array represents an infinite case of
n-Borromean links (Figure 28). Chains of rings of this kind are
such that no one ring is catenated to other ones (Doc = 0) but
cannot be separated. In both cases we have two possibilities: (i)
the array can be completely separated into the component motifs
by eliminating only one layer, that is, it possesses the “Brunnian”
property (we define this as a n-Brunnian system);136 or (ii) the
array does not show the Brunnian property, that is, the
elimination of one motif does not separate the system into free
components (as in a n-Borromean system like the chain in Figure
28, where one elimination splits the system into two halves but
leaves all the other motifs inextricably entangled). Obviously
three Borromean rings, as well as any 3-fold 2D Borromean array,
must have the Brunnian property (Figure 27).
The major group (15 entries) in Table 2 consists of 2D 3-fold
entangled Borromean layers. They are usually characterized by
the presence of moderately undulated honeycomb layers (of a
certain thickness, range from 3.0 up to ca. 9.6 Å); this structural
feature is very probably the main factor that favors the formation
of 2D versus 3D systems, which always exhibit highly undulated
layers (range from 9.4 up to ca. 19.8 Å) (see below).
It is worth mentioning here the case of DOJFUD,
(CuCl)2(η
2,η2-p-divinylbenzene), reported many years ago in
1985.137Our analyses have revealed that if we consider as nodes
the Cu3Cl3 hexagonal units [Cu−Cl edges of 2.275(3) and
2.323(3) Å] and as spacers the (Cu-η2 bonded) p-divinylbenzene
molecules, we obtain hcb layers that give a 2D Borromean
entanglement. To the best of our knowledge, this is the oldest
example of such entanglement that we were able to find within
coordination networks. However, any Cu3Cl3 hexagon is
superimposed on an identical (but rotated) unit, thus giving a
hexagonal prismatic Cu6Cl6 cluster with interhexagonal distances
[Cu−Cl 2.757(3) Å] much longer than the analogous intra-
hexagonal contacts. When these interactions (ca. 0.4 Å shorter
than the sum of van der Waals radii) are also taken into account,
the whole array becomes a unique 2D self-catenated complex
sheet. Due to this uncertainty (or arbitrary selection), we have
decided to exclude DOJFUD from Table 2.
The honeycomb nets of these 2D layers are rather distorted
with respect to the ideal planar geometry, and instead a chair
conformation of the 6-ring is observed (see Figures 27 and 28).
In principle, 2D layers of any topology could be linked into
Borromean entanglements, and some theoretical examples
involving motifs with sql windows (like ladders) were previously
suggested.20 Though all the reported cases (within coordination
polymers) contain layers with the same hcb topology, a
noteworthy species has been recently described: [Ni-
(H2O)4(Bpybc)(phthalate)]·9H2O [where Bpybc = 1,10-bis(4-
carboxybenzyl)-4,4′-bipyridinium] (UGUGAF138), which is
sustained by H-bonds joining dimeric Ni2 nodes and reveals
the Borromean interlacing of three sql layers (see Figure 29).
In the 3D Borromean entanglements (12 entries), the adjacent
highly undulated layers are displaced along the stacking
direction, a difference from the 3-fold 2D Borromean arrays
where all the layers share the same average plane. The layers are
characterized by hexagonal windows in the chair conformation
with very long edges; it comes out that they display a pronounced
thickness (see Table 2) that can favor the interlacing of adjacent
layers.
As in the case of the 2D species YUXGOO,126 Borromean
entanglements seem favored by the presence of argentophilic
Ag···Ag short contacts (well below the sum of the van der Waals
radii of two Ag atoms), as evidenced in the 3D HOFXOP and
HOFXUV.128 In these species the silver nodes show interlayer
Ag···Ag unsupported interactions of 2.934(2) and 2.946(2) Å,
respectively. When these argentophilic contacts within the
bonding scheme are also taken into account, indeed, a single 3D
array results (as suggested by the authors): the unique self-
catenated dia, a nonambient isotopic embedding of the
diamondoid net.2e,h,20
The structure of 3D WIYMIA131 is exceptional in that the
edges of the hcb layers are “rotaxane-like” units with threaded
cucurbituril molecular beads. It is therefore a unique example of
Figure 26. Two possible inextricable entanglements for a three-
component link: on the left, the rings are entangled in couples by Hopf
links (as observed in 6-rings from a 3-fold interpenetrated hcb); on the
right, a Borromean link is presented.
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“Borromean polyrotaxane”, unnoticed by the authors (Figure
30).
Four species containing 2D Borromean 3-fold entangled layers
should be discussed separately because they exhibit particular
and fascinating additional structural features. In the pair
GIQGAP and GIQGET,133 there are two distinct types of hcb
networks in the same crystal: one is a single hcb net with shorter
edges and rather flat conformation, while the second one has
longer edges and a chair conformation and is involved in a 3-fold
Borromean entanglement. The crystal packing consists of
stacking of the Borromean layers intercalated by two single
layers that are placed face-to-face on the two sides of the
Borromean entanglements, thus giving “sandwiched Borromean
sheets” (Figure 31). These two species could be also included in
the table of mixed entanglements discussed in section 3.6.
Another pair of (very similar) compounds, ISAROK134 and
YUXGUU,126 show interesting structures consisting of 2D
Borromean layers intercalated by Ag2L3 cages (with the same
composition of the hcb layers) that join adjacent entangled
sheets via weak argentophilic contacts. Pillaring of 2DBorromean
sheets is also observed in [Cd3(bfcs)3(tttmb)2(H2O)4]·8H2O
[where tttmb = 1,3,5-tris(1,2,4-triazol-1-ylmethyl)-2,4,6-trime-
thylbenzene and H2bfcs = 1,1′-bis(3-carboxy-1-oxopropyl)-
ferrocene] (FUWVUP)139 with interlayer ferrocenyl bridges.
The same type of bridge is present also within the Borromean
sheets (intralayer), leading to an array defined by the authors as
“interlocked Borromean layers”, which overall results in a single
trinodal self-catenated 3D net of topology 3,4,4T93. For this
reason we have not included FUWVUP in Table 2.
In very recent times, several entanglements based on n-
Borromean links have been observed that exhibit increased
complexity. There is an entire world to be discovered in the
future of new intriguing and stimulating entangled systems of this
type that will need some rationalization.140 For example, the
exciting case of MUHVOB (and of the identical MUH-
VOB01)125 represents an important topological novelty, in
that it is, at present, the unique example of a 2D 5-Borromean
entanglement. It consists of the interweaving of five coplanar hcb
layers joined exclusively via Borromean links (the authors
described the system simply in terms of 2D 5-fold inter-
penetration). Similar to the more usual 3-Borromean (3-
Brunnian) sheets, all the layers share the same average plane,
but in contrast, the entanglement is drastically more complex and
non-Brunnian.
In the analysis of these complex links, a somewhat helpful
approach may be the complete characterization of topological
properties of the “basic” or “fundamental” link that comprises all
Figure 27. 2D Borromean entanglement showing the Brunnian
property.
Figure 28. 3D Borromean entanglement observed (notice that it is not
Brunnian).
Figure 29. 2D Borromean entanglement of sql observed in H-bonded
UGUGAF.
Figure 30. Exceptional 3D Borromean polyrotaxane: gray rings
represent cucurbituril molecules.
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the rings entangled with the basic one (if there is only one
independent ring), illustrated in Figure 32. Using the concepts of
the knots and links theory, we can follow the suggestions by
Liang and Mislow135 in order to find a cutting pathway and the
relevant Brunn’s cutting numbers μ and M. The minimum
cutting number μ is the smallest number of cuts that suffice to
unlink all the remaining uncut links, while the maximum cutting
number M is the largest possible number of cuts that can be
applied to unlink all the remaining uncut rings. Thus, the
distinction between Borromean links with and without the
Brunnian property is that μ =M = 1 for the former andM > 1 for
the latter.
In the present case (see Figure 32), elimination of one ring
leaves five possible different, all nontrivial 4-Borromean links,
while elimination of two rings produces 10 different entangle-
ments of which five are trivial and five are 3-Borromean links.
Thus, μ = 2 andM = 3. These results are referred to the single 5-
Borromean fundamental link. Obviously, it comes out that if the
fundamental link is non-Brunnian, the same holds for the entire
entanglement. Other extrapolations from the fundamental link to
the whole entanglement, on the other hand, are difficult to
formulate, and further studies on this subject are surely needed. It
seems also that if we remove two selected appropriate layers we
can get three separated layers, so by analogy Is = 2.
An even more complex case is that of the H-bonded organic
molecules in the cocrystal [2TCA·3dpyb] [where TCA = 1,3,5-
tris(4-carboxyphenyl)adamantane and dpyb = 1,4-di(pyridin-4-
yl)benzene] (FUYBUX141) that we must mention here because
of its intriguing topology, though it does not belong to the realm
of coordination networks observed in this review. Again the
structure is composed of parallel honeycomb layers that are
entangled exclusively via Borromean links to give an overall 3D
system (2D→ 3D). We can rationalize the array as consisting of
stacked 7-fold entangled sheets (see Figure 33).
These 7-Borromean sheets contain seven hcb coplanar layers.
Thus, we can interestingly compare the fundamental link in three
situations of increasing complexity that contain three (any 3-
Borromean), five (MUHVOB), and seven (FUYBUX) layers
that share the same average plane but show a growing number of
triplets involved in the entanglement (1, 10, and 35 per
fundamental link, respectively). A triplet is a system comprising
three Borromean linked rings; the number of triplets can be
assumed as the number of combinations (via Borromean links)
of N rings taken three at a time.
Moreover, these 7-Borromean sheets are interlinked with the
two adjacent (upper and lower) sheets via other Borromean
links. In detail, each individual layer of a 7-fold sheet is linked
with two individual motifs of the upper and with two of the lower
entangled sheet, resulting in this way in an overall 3D
architecture. The situation can be compared with that of the
previously described 3D Borromean species (in Table 2), with
the notable difference [2D (7-fold) → 3D] instead of [2D
(single)→ 3D].
3.6. Mixed Types of Entanglement of 2D Motifs
In this last section, we examine the possible presence of more
than one type of entanglement of 2Dmotifs (equal or different in
nature) in the same crystal species. In the previous sections we
have underlined that the entanglements can involve 2D layers
that differ in topology, composition, or conformation of the
ligands but that are entangled in one manner only. A very limited
number of cases, however, cannot be included in the above listed
groups (illustrated in Figure 7) because of the contemporary
Figure 31. Alternated 2D Borromean layers.
Figure 32. 2D 5-Borromean non-Brunnian layers.
Figure 33. 3D Borromean entanglement of 2D 7-fold Borromean in the
H-bonded FUYBUX. At the top, a side view of a 7-fold Borromean sheet
is illustrated that reveals also the interlink of one motif of the central 7-
fold sheet with one motif of the adjacent upper and one motif of the
lower identical sheets.
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presence of different types of entanglement of the layers (see
Table 3).
An extreme situation consists of the presence of both single
and interpenetrated 2D layers simultaneously. Three of these
species (FAGCAS and FAGCEW143 and VAMXEO01144) show
the stacking of alternate single and 2-fold interpenetrated layers.
Interestingly, [Zn(tp)(bphy)] (VAMXEO)156 was also isolated
without clathrate solvents and consists of the same 2-fold layers
as VAMXEO01144 but without intercalation of single ones, the
difference arising from the conditions and ratio of reactants used
in the solvothermal synthesis. On the other hand, in
ACUCAC142 we observe two distinct single layers intercalating
into the stacked 2-fold interpenetrated layers (see Figure 34).
Other species (XOFYUM157 and OWUFOC158) containing
polymeric 1D motifs intercalated within 2-fold interpenetrated
layers have been omitted here and considered only from the
point of view of the interpenetration phenomenon.
The most populated group (eight entries) consists of n-fold
interpenetrated layers that are further polycatenated in a parallel
fashion to give the overall 3D structure (PCAT of 2-fold or 3-fold
interpenetrated layers). Here we observe both interpenetration
and parallel polycatenation of 2D layers, that is, two distinct types
of entanglement in the same species.159The n-fold inter-
penetrated motifs (2-fold in six cases and 3-fold in two cases)
are characterized by the coplanarity of the involved layers (that
share the same average plane, as discussed above). These are
further catenated with the adjacent (upper and lower) identical
(parallel but offset) interpenetrated motifs to give the 3D array.
The entanglements here discussed contain individual motifs
that are either markedly undulated single layers or thick double
layers. It is interesting to compare the 2-fold interpenetrated
species (see Figure 35). There are two distinct groups depending
Table 3. Mixed Entanglements of 2D Layers
refcode compd formulaa type of entanglementb layer topology, stacking direction, node year, ref
1 ACUCAC [Zn4(peba)8]·(Hpeba)·H2O INT-2f (A) /2D (B)/2D (C)
c sql, [001], Zn 2001, 142
2 FAGCAS [Ag(bpp)2]AsF6 INT-2f (A)/2D (B)
d sql, [001], Ag 2002, 143
3 FAGCEW [Ag(bpp)2]PF6 INT-2f (A)/2D (B)
d sql, [001], Ag 2002, 143
4 VAMXEO01 [Zn3(tp)3(bphy)3]·2DMF·10H2O INT-2f (A)/2D (B)
d sql, [010], Zn 2012, 144
5 ISABUZ [Ag(tcphb)(CF3SO3)]·0.5H2O PCAT of INT-2f
e hcb, [010], Ag and tcphb 2004, 145
6 VAJSIK [Zn(nip)(1,4-bpeb)]·2H2O PCAT of INT-2f
e sql, [10−1], Zn 2010, 146
7 WAPCIB Cd2(nbpdc)2(1,3-bix)2H2O PCAT of INT-2f
e 3,4L127, [001], Cd 2012, 147
8 KAXTUA [Ag6(tipa)4(β-Mo8O26)][H2(β-Mo8O26)]·5H2O PCAT of INT-2f
f 3,3L20, [112], Ag and tipa 2012, 148
9 MATJIC [Ni5(pda)5(bpp)5]·12H2O PCAT of INT-2f
f sql, [001], Ni 2012, 149
10 OHAYOM [Zn(mfda)(bpp)] PCAT of INT-2ff sql, [010], Zn 2009, 150
11 XOPLEU [Cd(pyada)2(ClO4)2(CH3CH2OH)2] PCAT of INT-3f
g sql, [001], Cd 2009, 151
12 VUHCUX [Ag3(tppt)2](ClO4)3·8DMSO PCAT of INT-3f
h hcb, [102], tppt 2009, 152
13 CAXVAA [Zn10(bbc)5(bpdc)2(H2O)10]NO3(DEF)28(H2O)8 PCAT + INT (hcb)
i hcb, 3,3,4,5L14, [001]; bbc, Zn2(COO)3 2012, 153
14 PAQCOZ [Ag(cpba)2]SbF6 ICAT of INT-2f
j sql, [11 ̅0] and [110], Ag 1998, 154
15 REBBUX [Zn2(L
1)(H2O)]·NO3·DMF ICAT of INT-2f
k hcb, [100] and [010], L1 and Zn2(COO)3 2012, 155
aAbbreviations for ligands: bphy =1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)hydrazine; bpp = 4,4′-propane-1,3-diyldipyridine 1,3-bis(4-pyridyl)propane; cpba = 3-
cyanophenyl 4-cyanobenzoate; pyada = N,N′-di(4-pyridyl)adipoamide; tcphb = 1,3,5-tris(4-cyanophenoxymethyl)-2,4,6-trimethylbenzene; tipa =
tris(4-imidazolylphenyl)amine; tppt = 2,4,6-tris[4-(pyridin-4-ylthio)methyl]phenyl-1,3,5-triazine; 1,3-bix = 1,3-bis(imidazol-1-ylmethyl) benzene;
1,4-bpeb = 1,4-bis[2-(4-pyridyl)ethenyl]benzene; Hpeba = 3-[2-(4-pyridyl)ethenyl]benzoic acid; H2bpdc = biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid; H2mfda
= 9,9-dimethylfluorene-2,7-dicarboxylic acid; H2nbpdc = 2,2′-dinitro-4,4′-biphenyldicarboxyl acid; H2nip = 5-nitroisophthalic acid; H2pda =
phenylenediacrylic acid; H2tp = terephthalic acid; H3bbc = 4,4′,4″-[benzene-1,3,5-triyl-tris(benzene-4,1-diyl)]tribenzoate; H3L1= 4′,4″,4‴-[(2,4,6-
trimethylbenzene-1,3,5-triyl)tris(methyleneoxy)]tribiphenyl-4-carboxylic acid; DMF = dimethylformamide; DMSO = dimethyl sulfoxide. bINT-nf =
n-fold interpenetrated cStacking sequence ABCABC. dStacking sequence ABAB. eDoc = 3 (1 + 1 + 1); Is = 2. fDoc = 5 (2 + 2 + 1); Is = 2. gDoc = 8
(3 + 3 + 2); Is = 3. hDoc = 10 (2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2); Is = 6. i2hcb + 3,3,4,5L14 with Doc = 2 and Is = 1. jAngle 83.5°, view down [001]; Doc = 3/3.
kAngle 90°, view down [001]; Doc = 5/5.
Figure 34. Entanglements with the presence of both single and
interpenetrated 2D layers simultaneously. Figure 35. Parallel polycatenation of 2-fold interpenetrated layers.
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on the way in which the interpenetrated layers are stacked,
leading to different values of the degree of catenation (Doc). In
hcb ISABUZ145 and sqlVAJSIK,146 all the undulated layers stack,
maintaining the same direction of the running waves (stacking
nearly in a AAAA sequence), and the same happens for the thick
layer 3,4L127 in WAPCIB.147 It turns out that each individual
layer is catenated to only one motif of the upper 2-fold layer and
one of the lower 2-fold layer in addition to that interpenetrated in
the same plane (1 + 1 + 1), giving Doc = 3. On the other hand, in
sql MATJIC,149 sql OHAYOM,150 and the thick layer 3,3L20
KAXTUA,148 upon passing from an interpenetrated layer to the
upper and lower adjacent ones, the waves change drastically their
running direction (i.e., the stacking sequence is ABAB). As a
consequence, each individual layer is catenated to all themotifs of
the upper and lower 2-fold layers in addition to that
interpenetrated in the same plane (2 + 2 + 1), giving Doc = 5.
The two examples of polycatenation (XOPLEU151 and
VUHCUX152) of 3-fold interpenetrated layers are more
complicated. In XOPLEU, the 3-fold interpenetrated layers
stack in an ABAB sequence (see Figure 36). This implies that
each individual layer is catenated to all three motifs of the upper
and lower interpenetrated layers in addition to two in the same
plane (3 + 3 + 2). It was correctly observed that each square
window of one motif is catenated to six rings only: two belonging
to two motifs in the upper layer, two belonging to two motifs in
the lower layer, and two in the same plane. Nonetheless, the value
of Doc is 8, as stated above. The two statements, however, are not
conflicting since the catenation of one motif with an adjacent
(upper or lower) motif involves only 2/3 of the rings. In the case
of VUHCUX, the 3-fold interpenetrated layers show a different
stacking when compared with XOPLEU, that is, of the AAAA
type (see Figure 36). Each individual motif is catenated to two of
the three motifs of the upper and lower interpenetrated layers in
addition to two in the same plane. Moreover, as correctly
described by the authors, the 3-fold interpenetrated layers are
interlocked not only with the two nearest-neighboring layers but
also with the second-nearest-neighboring layers (see Figure 36).
Therefore, the overall polycatenation motif is (2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2);
that is, the Doc value is 10.
A unique case of mixed entanglement is that of CAXVAA.153
In this species we have a rare simultaneous occurrence of both
polycatenation (involving honeycomb triple layers 3,3,4,5L14
with Doc = 2 and Is = 1) and interpenetration of four hcb layers
for each of the triple ones, as shown in Figure 37.
The simultaneous existence of interpenetration and inclined
polycatenation is a quite rare event, and a unique structure has
been known for many years since 1998 (PAQCOZ).154 Only in
2012 was the second case reported (REBBUX).155 In both
species, two sets of 2D 2-fold interpenetrated layers of sql and
hcb topology, respectively, are interlaced in an inclined fashion.
The difference in the entanglements consists mainly of the fact
that in PAQCOZ each square ring is catenated with three rings of
three other layers (1 + 1 + 1), giving Doc = 3/3, while in
REBBUX each hcb ring is catenated with five rings of five other
layers (1 + 2 + 2), giving Doc = 5/5 (see Figure 38) . In the
former species a ring is catenated with one inclined 2-fold
interpenetrated layer, while in the latter species it is catenated
with two such interpenetrated layers.
Finally, we must briefly mention in this section the case of
Ag2[1,2-bis(4-pyridyl)ethane]2(4,4′-biphenyldicarboxylate)
(WUJDIO80) that is included in the group of parallel
Figure 36. Parallel polycatenation of 3-fold interpenetrated layers.
Figure 37. Unique example of parallel polycatenation of thick layers
(blue and green) with interpenetration of single hcb (red).
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polycatenated frameworks. It was previously discussed in great
detail for its unusual and puzzling topological features.2c The
structure is composed of two distinct sets of parallel
polycatenated 2D bilayers of (82.10)-KIa topology that appear
inextricably entangled. However, each individual 2D motif is
interlocked only by the two nearest-neighboring ones of the same
set and, quite surprisingly, no motifs of one set are catenated (via
Hopf links) by individual motifs of the other set (see Figure 39).
Each polycatenated set has Doc = 2 and Is = 1, while the whole
array has Doc = 2 and Is = 2. The exact nature of the linkage
between the two sets of layers still awaits a correct topological
classification. Certainly the catenation of the rings of one set
prevents the disentanglement of the other set and vice versa. The
situation is ideally comparable to that of a recently reported
exceptional species formed by polycatenation of 0D metal−
organic adamantane-like cages, producing a 2-fold interpene-
trated 3D pcu network: here the 0D motifs are catenated only
with other ones of the same 3D net, but their catenation does not
allow the disentanglement of the entire architecture.2f,160
4. CONCLUSIONS
The investigation of entangled two-dimensional frameworks has
shown that this is a numerous family including 783 cases (CSD,
version 5.34, November 2012). The entangled phenomena
account for about 10% of the total 2D sample, while
interpenetration in 3D structures accounts for about 17%.
In spite of this decrease, the species discussed here are
particularly intriguing because of the richness of the 2D net
topology and the variety of observed types of entanglement. In
addition to the well-established phenomena of interpenetration
(the dominant one), polycatenation (parallel and inclined), and
Borromean linked systems, other classes exhibiting puzzling
topologies have been observed and discussed. Thus, we have
envisaged the possibility of a new type of entanglement,
intermediate between interpenetration and parallel polycatena-
tion, that is composed of a finite number of layers catenated in a
parallel fashion (n-catenanes), with only a few cases presently
known. A separate section has been devoted to the detailed
analysis of entangled layers containing 2-node loops threaded by
edges of adjacent layers (43 examples). Within Borromean linked
systems, in addition to the well-known examples of Borromean
2D waves or Borromean 3D frames, we describe a few
exceptional cases of n-fold Borromean (non-Brunnian) layers
with n = 5 and 7.We have also systematically classified for the first
time all the cases exhibiting different types of entanglement in the
same structure.
Finally, from the point of view of properties and potential
applications, these entangled 2D motifs show behavior that can
be essentially considered typical of dynamic/flexible porous
frameworks (soft porous materials) that can respond to external
stimuli of various types by changing their porosity. This leads to
guest-induced transformations, solid-state reactions, breathing
behavior, selective molecular recognition, and different magnetic
properties. Interestingly, of the different types of entanglement,
polycatenated species (parallel and inclined) seem the more
promising.
Though some of these rare types of entanglement may now
appear somewhat exotic, we believe that other examples of such
unusual systems will be observed in the near future and that a
rationalization of their complexity can be a useful contribution to
the engineering of coordination polymers and metal−organic
frameworks and their properties, considering the explosive
growth of this area in recent years.
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Figure 38. Inclined polycatenation of 2-fold interpenetrated hcb layers.
On the right the catenation of one 6-ring (in red) with five rings from
five different layers shows the origin of Doc 5/5 from 5 = 2 + 2 + 1.
Figure 39. Parallel polycatenation of two sets of KIa layers observed in
WUJDIO.
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